
Dear parents,  

  

Homework update:  

This week I haven't sent a Maths sheet home as Miss Weston has set a special homework 

task in Design and Technology (which also includes food and nutrition). The task is for 

the pupil to cook a meal - this might be a task which requires supervision or it may be 

something simpler that pupils can attempt independently. You do not need to buy 

anything specifically for this task - it might be that you choose to do so but it is also fine 

for the children to take the reigns on a meal that you had planned to cook anyway 

(fingers crossed they do a good job!). Miss Weston has provided the children with an 

evaluation form to complete which needs to be returned on Monday 28th March, which 

allows two weekends to complete the cooking and evaluation. 

  

As a challenge, she would like pupils to find out more about the ingredients. For 

instance, where they come from (i.e. food miles), if they are sustainably produced, and if 

the ingredients are seasonal.  

  

Other homework - Spelling homework (sheet attached) 

Another Arithmetic test in the arithmetic book (Spring 10)  

Another reading mini test in the reading book (Set C test 3)  

Year 6 should have completed five full sections in their larger Maths book by the end of 

this half term, although they can work beyond this (so there is less to complete over 

Easter). Most pupils are up to date now with this - great study skills Year 6!  

  

Weekly update:  

This week in Science the pupils have been making periscopes using card and mirrors as 

part of their new topic of light - this was a really fun, practical session. They've also been 

planning to cook a meal in school as part of our new DT topic about food and nutrition 

(this week we have also been learning about food hygiene and allergies). This work also 

linked with our Geography work about energy - this week we were investigating food 

miles and considering the impact of transporting food for long distances.  

  

In Maths, Year 6 have been practising SATs questions but we have also begun a new 

topic about ratio and have been learning about the language of ratio; how ratio differs 

from fractions; and how to calculate with ratio. Year 5 have been learning about 

perimeter and properties of triangles. In English this week we finished our Cosmic novels 

and wrote short book reviews - on the whole, this was a very popular book with the class 

and it had a sweet and satisfying ending. It's a challenging text and has been great for 

modelling that not all humorous books are 'easy reads'. In writing lessons, pupils have 

begun drafting alien-themed adventure stories which is the culmination of the 'Alien 

Adventure' sequence of lessons - we will be working on these longer form stories until 

the end of term but I've been very impressed by the standard of the introductions so far! 

In Music, lessons have tied wonderfully with our previous Science topic of space as the 



class have studied Gustav Holst's 'The Planet Suite' and in RE pupils have been studying 

the Easter story.    

  

It's been another busy, productive week! 

  

Notices:  

Miss Weston is only with us for another two weeks - she's worked very hard and has been 

brilliant throughout her placement. We'll be sorry to say goodbye to her.  

  

High Adventure - letters went home this week detailing our residential trip in June. 

Please check book bags if you haven't seen this yet.  

  

Kind regards,  

  

Mr Sturgess   

 


